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Introduction to Managerial Accounting
FitWell empowers students to become active participants in their own health
through a first-of-its-kind student-centered approach. McGraw-Hill conducted
extensive market research with over 4,000 students to gain insight into their
studying and buying behavior. Students told us they wanted more portability with
innovative visual appeal and content that is designed according to the way they
learn. Instructors we surveyed told us they wanted a way to engage their students
without compromising on high quality content. Our findings concluded that
students who actively participated in their own learning actually retained more
information and were able to apply it more often to their every day lives. How
could we build a program for students that would promote active learning while
providing visual appeal, portability, and relevance? We are excited to introduce to
you the first-of-its kind program for Fitness and Wellness. FitWell delivers the
serious content you want in both a magazine-style format that’s fun to read and an
online learning space that commands active learning. We began by collecting over
1,000 Fitness and Wellness questions asked by real students. Questions like, “How
can I improve my self-esteem?” or “Do I really need 8 glasses of water a day?”
introduce each section of material throughout the program. With its series of
assignable videos that debunk common health and fitness myths (“Sit Ups Make
Your Stomach Flatter” or “Marijuana gives you munchies”), FitWell grabs hold of
students’ attention and doesn’t let go. The real-life behavior change case study
videos found online provide students with unmatched relevance. Students click,
watch, and learn: these videos follow real college students attempting to change
their behavior for an entire semester, and hopefully for life. With its online Fitness
assessments, assignable interactive animations, and online labs, FitWell engages
students like no other fitness and wellness program. The Right Conversations: To
make our program relevant, we wanted to understand what students care about
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when it comes to their health and well-being. It turned out, when it comes to
Fitness and Wellness, students had a lot of questions! We compiled over 1,000
questions that students asked our authors. These real student questions like, “Can
colds really come from stress?” or “What’s the best exercise for me?” introduce
each section of material, ensuring the content that follows is always researchbased and relevant. Instead of passively reading, your students actively engage in
questions, answers, and conversations that are of interest to them. The Right
Instruction: Assign your students a series of short video clips throughout the
semester that track the progress of real students making behavior changes in their
lives. Follow Greg on his quest to begin exercising and watch him document his
challenges on camera. Will he be able to make lasting, healthy choices? Your
students will have to tune in and find out for themselves! Captivate your students
by assigning “Myth/Fact” videos that explore common myths, like “Oily Foods Give
You Acne”, and separate the fact from fiction. Students actively work through the
FitWell system online and in their magazine-style text, completing fitness
assessments, interactive animations, and labs. Not only does this format produce
measurable results that are documented online, but the focus on active learning is
the first step towards inspiring more active students. The Right Time: The time is
right for a flexible hybrid print-digital learning system that meets students online,
where they already work, play, and live.

U.S. History
Financial Accounting's distinctive focus company approach motivates students by
involving them in the business decisions of a real company, demonstrating how
using financial accounting information in decision making makes a difference in the
success of a firm. This balanced approach ensures students understand both the
preparation and use of financial statements. Libby's pedagogical features and
wealth of end of chapter material have been praised by students and instructors
alike - making it a market leader in financial accounting.In addition, today's
students have diverse learning styles and numerous time commitments and they
want technology supplements that help them study more efficiently and
effectively. Lyryx Assessment, an online homework assessment solution, and
iStudy, an interactive online study guide, provide students with powerful online
tools tied directly to Financial Accounting Third Canadian edition. These tools will
help students maximize their study time and make their learning experience more
enjoyable.

Cases in Compensation
Practice the Computer Security Skills You Need to Succeed! 40+ lab exercises
challenge you to solve problems based on realistic case studies Step-by-step
scenarios require you to think critically Lab analysis tests measure your
understanding of lab results Key term quizzes help build your vocabulary Labs can
be performed on a Windows, Linux, or Mac platform with the use of virtual
machines In this Lab Manual, you'll practice Configuring workstation network
connectivity Analyzing network communication Establishing secure network
application communication using TCP/IP protocols Penetration testing with Nmap,
metasploit, password cracking, Cobalt Strike, and other tools Defending against
network application attacks, including SQL injection, web browser exploits, and
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email attacks Combatting Trojans, man-in-the-middle attacks, and steganography
Hardening a host computer, using antivirus applications, and configuring firewalls
Securing network communications with encryption, secure shell (SSH), secure copy
(SCP), certificates, SSL, and IPsec Preparing for and detecting attacks Backing up
and restoring data Handling digital forensics and incident response Instructor
resources available: This lab manual supplements the textbook Principles of
Computer Security, Fourth Edition, which is available separately Virtual machine
files Solutions to the labs are not included in the book and are only available to
adopting instructors

Financial Accounting
Communication Matters: Because great communicators are made, not born.
Through Communication MattersË highly interactive program, students learn that
our instincts arenËt as good as we think they are and develop the skills needed to
become effective communicators. The program prompts students to question their
assumptions, helps them to move beyond their personal daily communication
experiences, and challenges them to think critically about why and how they
communicate in the ways they do. Connect for Communication Matters, Second
Edition, reflects our increasingly diverse, interactive, and digital world by using
hands-on features. Through an interactive eBook, a suite of student videos for
public speaking, and dynamic online activities, students are urged to consider
which choices are likely to be effective and which less so. LearnSmart, McGrawHillËs adaptive learning system, assesses studentsË knowledge of course content
and maps out personalized study plans for success. The result: Students are able
to internalize core communication principles, adapt their communication behavior
more effectively, and actively apply those strategies to all aspects of their lives.

Elementary Statistics
Published by OpenStax College, U.S. History covers the breadth of the
chronological history of the United States and also provides the necessary depth to
ensure the course is manageable for instructors and students alike. U.S. History is
designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements of most courses. The
authors introduce key forces and major developments that together form the
American experience, with particular attention paid to considering issues of race,
class and gender. The text provides a balanced approach to U.S. history,
considering the people, events and ideas that have shaped the United States from
both the top down (politics, economics, diplomacy) and bottom up (eyewitness
accounts, lived experience).

Fundamentals of Financial Accounting
Algebra 2
Learn the essentials of Six Sigma in just 36 hours The McGraw-Hill 36-Hour Six
Sigma Course provides you with the knowledge you need to understand,
implement, and manage a Six Sigma program. This detailed yet accessible guide
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explores 10 essential Six Sigma tools for manufacturing along with other core
components of a Six Sigma program.

ISE Hole's Human Anatomy & Physiology
"The text is suitable for a typical introductory algebra course, and was developed
to be used flexibly. While the breadth of topics may go beyond what an instructor
would cover, the modular approach and the richness of content ensures that the
book meets the needs of a variety of programs."--Page 1.

McGraw-Hill My Math, Grade 3, Student Edition
McGraw-Hill My Math develops conceptual understanding, computational
proficiency, and mathematical literacy. Students will learn, practice, and apply
mathematics toward becoming college and career ready.

Glencoe Precalculus Student Edition
David Spiceland, Wayne Thomas and Don Herrmann have developed a unique text
based on over 50 collective years of experience in the classroom. They've brought
together best practices like highlighting Common Mistakes, offering frequent Let's
Review exercises, integrating the course with a running Continuing Problem,
demonstrating the relevance of the course to non-majors with a Career Corner, and
communicating it all in a student-friendly Conversational Writing Style. The new
2nd edition of Financial Accounting, Spiceland, Thomas, Herrmann, has been
developed with feedback from over 330 reviewers and focus group participants
from across the country. The following list of changes and improvements is a
testament to the many hours that reviewers spent analyzing the 1st edition,
helping make Financial Accounting, 2nd edition, the best book of its kind.

Business Statistics
Emphasises on teaching students to use accounting information to best manage an
organization. Each chapter is written around a realistic business or focus company
that guides the reader through the topics of that chapter. This text also covers
contemporary topics such as, activity-based costing, target costing, the value
chain, and more.

LL Questions and Answers: A Guide to Fitness
- The only program that supports the Common Core State Standards throughout
four-years of high school mathematics with an unmatched depth of resources and
adaptive technology that helps you differentiate instruction for every student. *
Connects students to math content with print, digital and interactive resources. *
Prepares students to meet the rigorous Common Core Standards with aligned
content and focus on Standards of Mathematical Practice. * Meets the needs of
every student with resources that enable you to tailor your instruction at the
classroom and indivdual level. * Assesses student mastery and achievement with
dynamic, digital assessment and reporting. Includes Print Student Edition
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McGraw-Hill Education: 10 ACT Practice Tests, Fifth Edition
The authors have kept the text concise by focusing on the key concepts students
need to master. Opening vignettes & 'in action' boxes show realistic applications of
these concepts throughout. Comprehensive end-of-chapter problems provide
students with all the practice they need to fully learn each concept.

ISE Business Analytics
Italy
The research represented in this book, conducted in 1996 by Gabriele Basilico
(photographs) and Stefano Boeri (text), studies the haphazard, significant changes
that have taken place over the last twenty years in the Italian landscape. It is not
so much the large buildings, the new districts or new infrastructures that have
changed the face of the land. It is rather the multitude of solitary, agglomerated
buildings, such as the single-family homes, storehouses, shopping centers, office
buildings, sheds, and workshops. They are modest constructions, often
incongruously clustered one next to the other, scattered incoherently across the
landscape, and they give expression to small fragments of our society and
economy: families, small businesses, distributors, stores, clubs, depots.

Principles of Microeconomics, Brief Edition
The IMPACT Mathematics, Teacher Edition support students' use of the IMPACT
Mathematics Student Guide. Includes rubrics and anchor papers.

Dynamic Business Law: The Essentials
Built from the ground up to focus on what matters to students in today’s high-tech,
globalized world, Dean Karlan and Jonathan Morduch’s Macroeconomics represents
a new generation of products, optimized for digital delivery and available with the
best-in-class adaptive study resources in McGraw-Hill’s LearnSmart Advantage
Suite. Engagement with real-world problems is built into the very fabric of the
learning materials as students are encouraged to think about economics in
efficient, innovative, and meaningful ways. Drawing on the authors’ experiences as
academic economists, teachers, and policy advisors, a familiar curriculum is
combined with material from new research and applied areas such as finance,
behavioral economics and the political economy, to share with students how what
they’re learning really matters. This modern approach is organized around learning
objectives and matched with sound assessment tools aimed at enhancing
students’ analytical and critical thinking competencies. Students and faculty will
find content that breaks down barriers between what goes on in the classroom and
what is going on in our nation and broader world. By teaching the right questions
to ask, Karlan and Morduch provide readers with a method for working through
decisions they’ll face in life and ultimately show that economics is the common
thread that enables us to understand, analyze, and solve problems in our local
communities and around the world. Connect is the only integrated learning system
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that empowers students by continuously adapting to deliver precisely what they
need, when they need it, and how they need it, so that your class time is more
engaging and effective.

Communication Research: Asking Questions, Finding Answers
The Complete Classroom Set, Print & Digital includes: 30 print Student Editions 30
Student Learning Center subscriptions 1 print Teacher Edition 1 Teacher Lesson
Center subscription

Financial Accounting
Algebra 1, Student Edition
Combining current knowledge of what works in teaching and learning with the
most enduring philosophies of classical education, this book challenges readers to
develop the skills, attitudes, knowledge, and habits of mind of strong writers.

McGraw-Hill My Math
Addison-Wesley is proud to celebrate the Tenth Edition of Elementary Statistics.&
This text is highly regarded because of its engaging and understandable
introduction to statistics. The&author's commitment to providing student-friendly
guidance through the material and giving students opportunities to apply their
newly learned skills in a real-world context has made Elementary Statistics the #1
best-seller in the market.

The McGraw Hill 36 Hour Six Sigma Course
This set provides the consumable Student Edition, Volume 1, which contains
everything students need to build conceptual understanding, application, and
procedural skill and fluency with math content organized to address CCSS.
Students engage in learning with write-in text on vocabulary support and
homework pages, and real-world problem-solving investigations.

Engaging Questions: A Guide to Writing
Pathways to Astronomy breaks down introductory astronomy into its component
parts. The huge and fascinating field of astronomy is divided into 86 units. These
units are woven together to flow naturally for the person who wants to read the
text like a book, but it is also possible to assign them in different orders, or skip
certain units altogether. Professors can customize the units to fit their course
needs. They can select individual units for exploration in lecture while assigning
easier units for self-study, or they can cover all the units in full depth in a contentrich course. With the short length of units, students can easily digest the material
covered in an individual unit before moving onto the next unit.

American Government
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"Introduction to Managerial Accounting," 5/e by Brewer/Garrison/Noreen is based
on the market-leading text, "Managerial Accounting," by Garrison, Noreen and
Brewer. However, this is not simply a briefer book with chapters removed; Brewer
5e has been rethought and retooled to meet the needs of the market. Brewer 5e is
a more accessible, yet thoroughly student-friendly text that satisfies the basic
needs of the managerial accounting student without unnecessary depth on
advanced topics associated with the follow-up course: cost accounting/cost
management. Faculty and students alike will find this new edition has retained the
hallmark features of the Garrison brand: author-written supplements, excellent
readability, terrific examples, and balanced end-of-chapter material.

Pathways to Astronomy
Perfect for introductory level students, Hole's Human Anatomy and Physiology
assumes no prior science knowledge by focusing on the fundamentals. This new
edition updates a great A&P classic while offering greater efficiencies to the user.
The 15th edition focuses on helping students master core themes in anatomy and
physiology, which are distilled down into key concepts and underlying
mechanisms.

Principles of Computer Security Lab Manual, Fourth Edition
This market-leading introduction to probability features exceptionally clear
explanations of the mathematics of probability theory and explores its many
diverse applications through numerous interesting and motivational examples. The
outstanding problem sets are a hallmark feature of this book. Provides clear,
complete explanations to fully explain mathematical concepts. Features
subsections on the probabilistic method and the maximum-minimums identity.
Includes many new examples relating to DNA matching, utility, finance, and
applications of the probabilistic method. Features an intuitive treatment of
probability—intuitive explanations follow many examples. The Probability Models
Disk included with each copy of the book, contains six probability models that are
referenced in the book and allow readers to quickly and easily perform calculations
and simulations.

Intermediate Accounting Update Edition with CD-ROM, Net
Tutor, Powerweb, Alternate Exercises and Problems
Managerial Accounting
Dynamic Business Law: The Essentials is appropriate for the one-semester
Business Law course. It contains the basics of business law but does not get
bogged down in the kind of details that are more appropriate in an upper-level law
class. The text provides an examination of the basic questions, concepts, and legal
rules of business law. Emphasis on the BUSINESS in business law. Dynamic
Business Law: The Essentials emphasizes the tie of legal issues back to the core
business curriculum. This will help both students and faculty. Faculty need to know
how this is integrated as they are constantly ‘defending’ the inclusion of this
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course in the business curriculum. And students need to understand how the
concepts tie to their future business careers. Emphasis on TEACHING. Many
professors teaching this course are attorneys first and academics second. They do
not have a lot of time to prepare or think about how to apply this information
effectively for their business students. Dynamic Business Law: The Essentials
contains a helpful instructor’s manual, particularly for the many adjuncts teaching
this course. Emphasis on CRITICAL THINKING. Neil Browne, one of the co-authors of
this text, has written a successful text on critical thinking. His framework is
included in Dynamic Business Law: The Essentials as well – to help students learn
how to frame and reframe a question/issue. Critical thinking questions are also
included at the end of each case, to tie in this component even further.

College Algebra
Engaging Questions: A Guide to Writing takes a practical approach to composing,
with a view that good writing occurs in the context of critical thinking. By using a
consistent methodology that prompts students to learn and practice “the art of
questioning,” Engaging Questions: A Guide to Writing presents writing as one
essential part of the critical thinking whole, ultimately empowering students to
become skilled thinkers and confident writers.

FitWell: Questions and Answers
McGraw-Hill My Math develops conceptual understanding, computational
proficiency, and mathematical literacy. Students will learn, practice, and apply
mathematics toward becoming college and career ready.

The McGraw-Hill Guide: Writing for College Writing for Life
Questions and Answers: A Guide to Fitness and Wellness delivers the serious
content you want in a Student Question and Answer format that’s fun to read and
an online learning space that commands active learning. We began by collecting
over 1,000 Fitness and Wellness questions asked by real students. Questions like,
“How can I improve my self-esteem?” or “Do I really need 8 glasses of water a
day?” introduce each section of material throughout the program. With its series of
assignable videos that debunk common health and fitness myths (“Sit Ups Make
Your Stomach Flatter” or “Marijuana gives you munchies”), Questions and
Answers: A Guide to Fitness and Wellness grabs hold of students’ attention and
doesn’t let go. The real-life behavior change case study videos found online
provide students with unmatched relevance. Students click, watch, and learn as
they follow real college students attempting to change their behavior for an entire
semester, and hopefully for life. With its online fitness assessments, assignable
interactive animations, and online labs, Questions and Answers: A Guide to Fitness
and Wellness engages students like no other fitness and wellness program.

Corporate Finance
Practice Makes Perfect! Get the practice you need to succeed on the ACT!
Preparing for the ACT can be particularly stressful. McGraw-Hill Education: 10 ACT
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Practice Tests, Fifth Edition explains how the test is structured, what it measures,
and how to budget your time for each section. Written by a test prep expert, this
book has been fully updated to match the redesigned test. The 10 intensive
practice tests help you improve your scores from each test to the next. You'll learn
how to sharpen your skills, boost your confidence, reduce your stress—and to do
your very best on test day. Features Include: • 10 complete sample ACT exams,
with full explanations for every answer • Fully updated content that matches the
current ACT • A bonus interactive Test Planner app to help you customize your
study schedule • Scoring worksheets to help you calculate your total score for
every test • Free access to additional practice ACT tests online

Macroeconomics
Why They Can't Write
Arny: Explorations-An Introduction to Astronomy, 6th edition, is built on the
foundation of its well known writing style, accuracy, and emphasis on current
information. This new edition continues to offer the most complete technology/new
media support package available. That technology/new media package includes:
Interactives, Animations, and introducing Connect - online homework and course
management.

Fundamentals of Cost Accounting
Intermediate Accounting, 3e, by Spiceland/Sepe/Tomassini will gain support in
traditional and technology-driven accounting departments, especially those looking
for a more concise, decision-making text that reinforces challenging concepts via
CD-ROM. The revision of this text is based around a "Learning System." The
revision of this "Learning System" was built on improving the clarity of the
chapters, emphasizing more decision-making in order to prepare students for the
changes taking place on the CPA exam, acknowledging the diversity of students
and their learning styles by creating supplemental materials to assure the success
of every student, and creating a consistent text and supplemental package for
both students and instructor's giving us the best possible intermediate text on the
market. Returning to the Third edition is the award winning "Coach" CD-ROM. The
Coach CD-ROM is a multimedia product integrating audio and video clips, animated
illustrations, cases, and alternative reading material that helps students
comprehend some of the more difficult topics associated with intermediate
accounting. Designed specifically for the Spiceland text, instructors and students
will find these learning tools placed strategically throughout the text. This is the
most comprehensive Learning System in Intermediate Accounting. At only 1120
pages (300 pages less than the average intermediate accounting text),
Spiceland/S/T has not sacrificed content for pages. Instead, the authors have
created a very flexible text with a student friendly writing style that focuses on
explaining not just how to apply a procedure, but why it's applied.

Math Connects
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Communication Research: Asking Questions, Finding Answers covers basic
research issues and processes, both quantitative and qualitative, appropriate for
communication students with little or no previous research methods experience.
The text's guiding principle is that methodological choices are made from one's
research questions or hypotheses. This avoids the pitfall in which students learn
one methodology or one methodological skill and then force that method to answer
all types of questions. Instead of working with one methodology to answer all types
of questions, students come away understanding a variety of methods and how to
apply them appropriately.

Communication Matters
A First Course in Probability
McGraw-Hill My Math, Grade 5
Explorations: Introduction to Astronomy
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